
Spring into Style: Transform Your Home with These Trendy Tips!

As the sun starts to shine down on the homes in Boise, ID, the arrival of spring seems to
naturally inspire us to redecorate with a fresh new look to match the fresh new season.  

We’d like to share some of the trends you can expect to see in homes around Boise this
spring. Which ones will you try in your home? 

Switch Up Your Color Palette with Warm Earth Tones 

Cold grays are no longer dominating the décor scene. People are turning toward a warmer,
more natural palette with soft greens, browns, and creamy whites. These shades can make
your home feel like a cozy retreat. Sherwin Williams offers a wide range of warm neutral
colors that are popular choices for home decor. Among these favorites are Accessible Beige
(SW 7036), a versatile beige with subtle undertones perfect for creating a warm and inviting
atmosphere; Agreeable Gray (SW 7029), a warm gray with a hint of beige, ideal for those
who prefer a more modern and neutral palette; and Alpaca (SW 7022), a soft and soothing
greige (gray-beige) that adds warmth without overpowering a space. These warm neutral
colors provide a beautiful foundation for a variety of decorating styles and can help create a
welcoming and harmonious environment in your home. Which one resonates with your
design vision? 

Bring a Touch of Nature Indoors with Trending Houseplants 

Spring in Boise: we start to see the snow gradually melting away, revealing the earth
underneath. And oh, the sight of those first flowers poking through the soil is just the best!
Bring the outdoors in with an abundance of plants! Current trends in houseplants focus on
large varieties like monstera, fiddle leaf fig trees, and birds of paradise. If you don’t have a
green thumb or have limited natural light, go with the theme and introduce botanical prints
and fabric for that pop of natural elements.  

Add a Unique Focal Point with Mural Wallpaper 

Murals are a high-impact way to bring images of nature into your home. The most popular
styles of mural wallpaper this spring draw from the dark academia trends, depicting natural
and historical scenes in a painterly, artistic way. They can add a fun or dramatic element of
fantasy to your interiors. Try this trend in a study or home office. Channeling classic
literature like the works of authors like Edgar Allan Poe, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and Oscar
Wilde for a vintage timeless academic esthetic. 

https://www.brightonhomes-idaho.com/new-home-communities/homes-boise-id-cartwright-ranch/
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Embrace Sustainability in Design 

Using eco-conscious materials can take your interiors from reflecting nature to genuinely
helping it. This can mean using LED bulbs to reduce electricity use, purchasing thrifted
furniture and repurposing or upcycling items you already have. Consider quality over
quantity, a trend involves buying fewer but better items such as furniture and décor.
Thrifting the items can help you afford high-end brands that would be out of reach if
purchased new. These products are generally made better and will last longer than cheaper
versions. 

 Small changes can make a big difference

If you’re moving into new Brighton home, you’ll find the perfect canvas in our current, yet
classic design finishes. With a keen eye for the latest trends and a commitment to curated
sophistication, our new construction homes in Meridian, Boise, and Nampa offer an instant
refresh in a brand-new space. Our expert design team meticulously craft finishes that are
not only fresh but also tailored to make your space pop with style and vitality. Whether
you’re craving a subtle update or yearning for a complete overhaul, step into a Brighton
home and experience the effortless fusion of modern elegance and timeless allure. 

Looking for a new home to fit your lifestyle? Brighton Homes is a new home builder in
Meridian ID offering affordable, energy star certified new homes in Boise ID, Eagle ID, &
Meridian ID! Contact us today at 208.908.7533 to schedule a walk through of one of our
model homes.

https://www.brightonhomes-idaho.com/home-designs/
https://www.brightonhomes-idaho.com/self-guided-tours-brighton-model-homes/

